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Question: 37

Which of the following tar options handle compression? (Choose two correct answers.)
A. -bz
B. -z
C. -g
D. -j
E. -z2

Answer: BD

Question: 38

What is true about the dmesg command? (Choose two correct answers.)
A. It traces the execution of a command and shows each step the program carries out.
B. It sends messages to the command lines of all current user sessions.
C. It displays the content of the Linux kernel’s ring buffer.
D. It immediately outputs all new messages written to the system journal.
E. It might not display older information because it was overwritten by newer information.

Answer: CE

Question: 39

Which of the following commands creates an archive file work.tar from the contents of the directory ./

work/?
A. tar –new work.tar ./work/
B. tar Ccf work.tar ./work/
C. tar Ccreate work.tgz Ccontent ./work/
D. tar work.tar < ./work/
E. tar work > work.tar

Answer: B

Question: 40

Members of a team already have experience using Red Hat Enterprise Linux. For a small hobby project, the team
wants to set up a Linux server without paying for a subscription.

Which of the following Linux distributions allows the team members to apply as much of their Red Hat Enterprise
Linux knowledge as possible?
A. Ubuntu Linux LTS
B. Raspbian
C. Debian GNU/Linux



D. CentOS
E. openSUSE

Answer: D

Question: 41

What is true about the owner of a file?
A. Each file is owned by exactly one user and one group.
B. The owner of a file always has full permissions when accessing the file.
C. The user owning a file must be a member of the file’s group.
D. When a user is deleted, all files owned by the user disappear.
E. The owner of a file cannot be changed once it is assigned to an owner.

Answer: A

Question: 42

Which of the following outputs comes from the command free?

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
E. Option E

Answer: E

Question: 43



Which of the following keys can be pressed to exit less?
A. l
B. x
C. e
D. q
E. !

Answer: D

Question: 44

Which of the following types of bus can connect hard disk drives with the motherboard?
A. The RAM bus
B. The NUMA bus
C. The CPU bus
D. The SATA bus
E. The Auto bus

Answer: D

Question: 45

Which permissions are set on a regular file once the permissions have been modified with the command

chmod 654 file.txt?
A. drw-r-xr–
B. d―wxr-x–
C. Cwxr-x–x
D. Crwxrw—x
E. -rw-r-xr–

Answer: E
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